
As part of my product design studio, I recently discovered that 74 out of 74 people surveyed 
prefer reading printed text to digital text. Why is that? Printed text is easier on the eyes, 
it doesn’t require you to plug your reading device into an outlet, and it retains some 
semblence of the living, organic matter from which it was created. My final project will be in 
conjunction with my current product design studio project, exploring the ways technology 
can be an enabler, rather than an inhibitor of the act of reading.

One solution is a digital ink book that refreshes with a turn of the page. When the user turns 
the page, they run a motor as a generator to create the electricity needed to update a page. 
In the case of this project, the motor will update a page on a computer screen and power an 
object of similar power consumption (likely a number of LEDs). Other potential solutions will 
be explored when this is created, including but not limited to paper with imbedded sensors.
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1. Declare global variables for pin values and an array to store the images of text that will be 
displayed.

2. In setup(), use pinMode() to set the motor reading and toggle-switch pin to INPUT. Set 
initial button states and begin serial communication.

3. In loop(), read the values for the motor switch. If the motor reads a sustained power 
generation (1.5 seconds), send a message to Processing to update screen. Also, read values 
for the toggle switch pin to turn book on and off.

4. In Processing, use the Serial library to check the motor and toggle switches from Arduino. 
If the book has been fully rotated, update screen. If the toggle switch has been changed, 
make screen dull.
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 wood

laptop microphone and speakers

Arduino microcontroller

breadboard

colored wire

software

Arduino

motor

toggle switch

resistors

photosensor

transistor

Processing
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